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Virus-like particles (VLPs) are highly suited platforms for pro-
tein-based vaccines. In the present work, we adapted a previ-
ously designed non-infectious adenovirus-inspired 60-mer
dodecahedric VLP (ADDomer) to display a multimeric array
of large antigens through a SpyTag/SpyCatcher system. To vali-
date the platform as a potential COVID-19 vaccine approach,
we decorated the newly designed VLP with the glycosylated re-
ceptor binding domain (RBD) of SARS-CoV-2. Cryoelectron
microscopy structure revealed that up to 60 copies of this anti-
genic domain could be bound on a single ADDomer particle,
with the symmetrical arrangements of a dodecahedron. Mouse
immunization with the RBD decorated VLPs already showed a
significant specific humoral response following prime vaccina-
tion, greatly reinforced by a single boost. Neutralization assays
with SARS-CoV-2 spike pseudo-typed virus demonstrated the
elicitation of strong neutralization titers, superior to those of
COVID-19 convalescent patients. Notably, the presence of
pre-existing immunity against the adenoviral-derived particles
did not hamper the immune response against the antigen
displayed on its surface. This plug and play vaccine platform
represents a promising new highly versatile tool to combat
emergent pathogens.

INTRODUCTION
Although genomic vaccines have recently demonstrated their ca-
pacity to elicit protective immune responses,1 protein-based vac-
cines remain highly attractive due to their lower cost, and ease of
transport and storage, crucial to reach developing countries and
remote locations, as well as better social acceptance, as recently
highlighted by hesitancy regarding COVID-19 RNA vaccines. Pro-
tein immunogenicity is highly increased through presentation to
the immune system in a multimeric manner, and a number of vac-
cine platforms have been developed to this aim, with various ad-
vantages and limitations.2 We have previously reported that a
non-infectious virus-like particle (VLP) derived from human
adenovirus of type 3 and consisting of 60 identical penton base
Mo
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monomers could be exploited to display epitopes of interest on
its surface.3–5 In this vaccine platform, named ADDomer, exposed
loops of the penton base protein were engineered to allow insertion
of foreign peptides such as a linear neutralizing epitope from Chi-
kungunya virus. However, this design did not permit the insertion
of structurally complex antigens. To overcome this limitation while
keeping the immunogenicity advantage of ADDomer, we describe
here a redesigned platform offering a highly versatile capacity to
display large and structurally complex antigens with potential
post-translational modifications. In order to decorate the adeno-
virus-based VLPs with large antigens, the SpyTag/SpyCatcher
system6–9 was combined with the ADDomer technology. In this
system, derived from Streptococcus pyogenes, an aspartate residue
from the 13 amino acid SpyTag peptide (ST) can spontaneously
create a covalent bond with a lysine residue encompassed in the
complementary SpyCatcher module (SC). We thus genetically in-
serted the sequence coding for the ST peptide into the “variable
loop” of the ADDomer that was previously used for small antigen
insertion, yielding a VLP with 60 potential attachment sites for
complex antigens engineered with an SC anchor.

In order to assess the newly developed platform, we decided to first
test it as a potential candidate vaccine to elicit neutralizing antibodies
(NAbs) against the severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2
(SARS-CoV-2). SARS-CoV-2 is an enveloped positive strand RNA
virus belonging to the beta-coronavirus genus from the Coronaviri-
dae family. It is the etiological agent of coronavirus disease 2019
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Figure 1. Application of the SpyTag/SpyCatcher

cross-linking method to the ADDomer technology

(A) Diagram showing the internal insertion of SpyTag in the

internal loop of an ADDomer monomer. Spytag (in green)

can make an isopeptidic bond with SpyCatcher (in

purple). Structure of a SpyTag covalently linked to a

SpyCatcher is shown on the right (PDB code: 4MLI). (B)

SDS-PAGE profile of reduced and boiled samples of

ADD-ST after interaction with incremental ratio of SC

showing the apparition of a higher MW covalent adduct

(ADD-ST/SC). (C) Electrospray ionization graphs of ADD-

ST and ADD-ST/SC showing the shift of the peaks by

13.3 kDa. The doublet is due to an alternative start of

translation in ADD-ST and display the same mass shift

of 13.3 kDa. (D) Negative staining electron micrographs of

ADD-ST and ADD-ST/SC (bar, 30 nm).
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(COVID-19), and at the origin of the pandemic that started in
December 2019, leading to 5,542,359 deaths as of January 19, 2022
(https://covid19.who.int/), and vast socio-economic consequences.10

Protection against SARS-CoV-2 infection and COVID-19 can be
mediated by neutralizing Abs targeting the envelope trimeric glyco-
protein spike (S) exposed at the surface of the virus.11,12 Accordingly,
spike-based vaccine approaches eliciting SARS-CoV-2 NAb re-
sponses have been successful at preventing COVID-19.13–15 The ecto-
domain of the S protein is divided into the S1 and S2 domains. The
Spike protein binds to the host angiotensin-converting enzyme 2
(ACE2), which serves as an entry receptor, as previously reported
with SARS-CoV, responsible for the 2002–2004 SARS outbreak.16–
19 A subdomain of S1, named receptor binding domain (RBD), is
the contact interface between the virus and the ACE2 receptor.
Numerous studies have shown that the RBD comprises multiple
distinct antigenic sites and is a prime target for NAbs in COVID-19
convalescent patients.20–23 These NAbs24 strongly inhibit cell infec-
tion by SARS-CoV-2 by competing with the RBD-ACE2 interaction.
Moreover, anti-RBD NAbs have been shown to confer protection
against SARS-CoV-2 challenge in animal models of COVID-19, as
well as to prevent COVID-19 in humans, thus confirming the interest
of using RBD as a vaccine immunogen.25–27

This prompted us to use the RBD as the antigen to be displayed on our
newly designed VLP platform in order to engineer a novel COVID-19
vaccine approach. Here, we report that the newly designed platform
1914 Molecular Therapy Vol. 30 No 5 May 2022
can successfully be decorated with SARS-CoV-
2 RBD and is highly immunogenic in mice, elic-
iting high neutralizing Ab titers.

RESULTS
Internal insertion of ST in ADDomer results

in efficient SC cross-linking

ADDomer is a non-infectious 30-nm nanopar-
ticle, formed from 12 bricks of the homo-pen-
tameric penton base from the human adenovirus
type 3. The ST sequence was inserted in the
ADDomer gene in a region coding for the exposed flexible loop called
the variable loop (Figure 1A). Due to the spontaneous homo-oligomer-
izationof the 12-pentameric pentonbase, 60 copies of STare exposedon
the surface of the ADDomer-ST (ADD-ST) particle. To assess whether
the newly inserted ST sequence was accessible and functional on ADD-
ST, incubation with a different ratio of SC was performed. After boiling
of samples, SDS-PAGE profile clearly showed that the incremental SC/
ADD-ST ratio is correlated with the apparition of a band of higher
molecular weight and the decrease of the intensity of bands related to
unlinked moieties. Importantly, there was no remaining signal for un-
decorated ADD-ST after SC addition at the highest ratio, thus reflecting
the full decoration of the nanoparticle (Figure 1B). This result suggests
an efficient and concentration-dependent formationof theADD-ST/SC
complex. Mass spectroscopy analysis confirmed that the ADD-ST
doublet shifted by 13.3 kDa (Figure 1C), which corresponds to the
molecular weight (MW) of SC. The two peaks observed in mass spec-
troscopy is due to a second initiation codon in ADD-ST (starting at
Methionine 25) without affecting the particle stability,28 and SC can
bind to each form indifferently, as shown by a similar shift of their
MW corresponding to the addition of SC. Negative staining electron
microscopy imaging performed on ADD-ST alone and ADD-ST fully
decorated bySC showed that the integrity of theparticlewas not affected
by the presence of SC and the grainy appearance of ADD-ST/SC likely
reflects thepresenceof SCat theparticle surface (Figure1D).Altogether,
these data show that SC cross-linking toADD-ST is operational and can
result in saturated decoration of the nanoparticle.

https://covid19.who.int/


Figure 2. Cryo-EM reconstruction of ADD-ST

decorated with SC

(A) Representative 2D picture of the particles frozen on ice

(bar, 30 nm). (B) Section through the density of the 3D

reconstruction without (ADD-ST) or with SC (ADD-ST/SC).

(C) Isosurface representation of the ADDomer-ST/SC 3D

structure showing the extra density of SC in purple onto the

non-decorated ADD-ST scaffold in light blue. The particle is

represented along either the 5- or 3-fold-axis (left and right,

upper panel; bars, 80 and 20Å, respectively). Focus on a

pentameric complex of ADD-ST/SC with a close-up view

onto a single SC/ST interaction (dashed line boxes in the

lower panel). The atomic resolution structure (dark blue) of

the HAd3 penton base (PDB 4AQQ) has been fitted into the

ADDomerEMdensity (lightblue). (D)OrganizationofSCalong

the 3-fold axis of the particle (upper panel) and comparison

with SARS-CoV-2 RBD architecture (in red) within the Spike

protein structure (in green, PDB 6VXX) at the same scale.
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Cryoelectron microscopy analysis enables visualization of SC

decoration on ADD-ST

In order to visualize the SC arrangement around the ADDomer par-
ticle, a structural study by cryoelectron microscopy (cryo-EM) was
used. Fully decorated ADD-ST/SC particles were imaged on a Glacios
electron microscope (Figure 2A). Image analysis was performed and
the obtained 3D structure was compared with the structure of an un-
decorated ADDomer particle (EMD-0198). An extra-density corre-
sponding to SC bound to the ADDomer “variable loop” was clearly
visible in ADD-ST/SC both in the density slice of the 3D map (Fig-
ure 2B) and in the isosurface representation of the structure (Fig-
ure 2C, purple density and supplementary movie). The resolution
of the ADDomer particle is around 2.8 Å, allowing to clearly see
the aminopeptidic chain. However, the ST/SC part is not rigidly
attached to the ADDomer, which explains why the corresponding
density is fuzzy, and the structure not better defined (Figure S1).
The ADDomers have 2, 3, and 5 axes of symmetry (the latter two
are shown in Figure 2C), which is a characteristic of a dodecahedron,
meaning that SCs are distributed accordingly. Interestingly, along the
3-fold axis, SCs are �4.7 nm apart, which is close to the RBD in the
trimeric spike protein of SARS-CoV-2 (�4.1 nm), suggesting that the
decorated particles would closely mimic the natural trimeric arrange-
ment of RBDs (Figure 2D). Both the multivalency of SC displayed by
the particle and the arrangements they have around the different sym-
metry axis could be an asset for vaccination purpose if an antigen is
fused to this module.
Mo
Secreted RBD fused to SC is glycosylated

and can be displayed at different ratios on

the ADD-ST particle

To take advantage of the spontaneous and cova-
lent linking of SC to ADD-ST, we reasoned that
SC could be used as a versatile carrier to easily
and efficiently fuse antigens, like in this SARS-
CoV-2 vaccine development (Figure 3A), and in
broader perspectives to diverse soluble proteins
of interest. In the present study, the SARS-CoV-2 RBD was fused to
the N-terminus of the SC (RBD-SC) and a melittin signal peptide was
added to allow protein post-translational modifications (PTMs) such
as glycosylations and secretion from insect cells. To assess whether
the secreted and purified RBD-SC was glycosylated, it was treated
with N-glycosydase (PNGaseF), and the result showed a shift in the
migration of the related band in SDS-PAGE gel, indicating that RBD-
SC was indeed glycosylated (Figure 3B). As previously performed
with unfused SC (Figure 1B), incremental amounts of RBD-SC were
added to ADD-ST in order to decorate the particle with different ratio
of cargos (from 0.03 to 3 copies of SC per particlemonomers). The SDS-
PAGEgel profile (Figure 3C) showed the correlated apparitionof a band
at higherMWwith increased concentrations of RBD-SC. This result re-
flects the covalent linking of RBD-SC to the ADD-ST monomers,
whereas the band corresponding to non-decorated ADD-STmonomer
progressively faded away, disappearing when the particle is fully deco-
rated. This result showed that the ADDomer platform can be decorated
with different numbers of antigen copies exposed on its surface. Alto-
gether, these experiments demonstrated that SC fusion to large antigens
(�40 kDa for RBD-SC) with post-translational modifications enable
their covalent linking to the ADDomer platform and that the ratio of
decoration can be adjusted according to desired applications.

ADDomers decorated of glycosylated RBD bind to ACE2

RBD is the subdomain of the SARS-CoV-2 spike protein that binds
to the human ACE2 receptor. To assess the function of RBDs
lecular Therapy Vol. 30 No 5 May 2022 1915
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Figure 3. Fusion of SARS-CoV-2 RBD to SC enables

its surface presentation on ADDomer particles

(A) Schematic representation of the spontaneous RBD-

SC binding to ADD-ST to give ADD-RBD. (B) SDS-PAGE

gel with RBD-SC before (�) and after (+) treatment with

N-glycosidase and in absence of SC-RBD. The

decrease of the molecular weight of SC-RBD after

treatment indicates that it is glycosylated. (C) SDS-

PAGE gel of reduced and boiled samples showing from

left to right, the marker, bands of ADD-ST alone, SC-

RBD alone and a fix amount of ADD-ST incubated with

different ratio of RBD-SC (per particle monmer). The

additional upper bands reflect the covalent adduct be-

tween ADD-ST and RBD-SC and thus the apparition of

ADD-RBD. As expected, the increasing intensities of the

ADD-RBD bands correlate with a decrease of non-

decorated ADD-ST monomer.
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linked to the ADDomer particles, three different approaches
were used. First, binding experiments at the molecular scale were
performed using surface plasmon resonance (SPR) on immobilized
dimeric human ACE2 fused to the Fc domain of human immuno-
globulin (Ig)G.29 Sensorgrams of ADD-RBD binding to immobi-
lized human ACE2 showed a clear concentration-dependent
binding of the RBD-decorated particles on ACE2 and a stable
interaction with no visible dissociation at the end of injections
(Figure 4A). The extremely slow dissociation rate (4.57 10�4

s�1) agreed with a sub-nanomolar “apparent” KD (3.09 � 10�10

M). This apparent KD is the result of an avidity with the decorated
particle effect since the KD of RBD-SC alone is slightly higher (1.53
10�8 M; Figure S2). In any case, this result showed that the RBD is
functional and that our platform somehow mimics viruses
that evolved to take advantage of multivalent interactions
with cellular receptors. In a second experiment at the cell scale,
the direct binding of ADD-RBD onto HeLa cells stably expressing
ACE2 was visualized by immunofluorescence using anti-
ADDomer antibodies. The green signal seen at the periphery of
HeLa-ACE2 cells in the presence of ADD-RBD contrasted with
the absence of signal observed with the same cells but in
presence of undecorated ADD-ST particles. This result demon-
strated that RBD at the surface of the particles induced the
interaction with ACE2 present at the surface of the HeLa-Ace2
cells (Figure 4B). Finally, a competition experiment between a
1916 Molecular Therapy Vol. 30 No 5 May 2022
pseudo-typed virus harboring the SARS-
CoV-2 spike and either RBD-SC or ADD-
RBD was performed. Negative control was
made with undecorated ADD-ST alone. As
expected, both RBD-SC alone and ADD-
RBD were able to compete with the pseudo-
typed virus with a slightly higher efficiency
for the RBD-decorated particle (Figure 4C).
Altogether, these experiments showed that
RBD-SC is properly folded and can bind the
ACE2 receptor at the molecular and cellular
scales when applied alone (RBD-SC) or linked to the ADDomer
particles (ADD-RBD).

RBD-decorated ADDomer elicits rapid anti-CoV2 Ab responses

in mice, not negatively impacted by adenovirus pre-immunity

Multivalent exposition of RBD antigens at the surface of the particle is
likely to result in a better activation of the humoral system than RBD
alone. However, one cannot exclude that ADDomer itself could also
play an indirect role in the anti-SARS-CoV-2 response, especially in a
population with pre-existing adenovirus immunity. To address these
two points, four groups of 10 mice were designed (Figure 5A). The
two first control groups were injected with RBD-SC alone in group
1 or with the same amount of unlinked RBD-SC plus naked-
ADDomer (i.e., not displaying the antigen) in group 2. The two other
groups (groups 3 and 4) were vaccinated with ADD-RBD (i.e., RBD
displayed at the particle surface) but group 4 was pre-immunized
with naked-ADDomer 2 weeks before the injection of ADD-RBD,
in order to investigate whether anti-HAdV-3 penton base antibodies,
as may possibly be found in individuals previously infected with
adenovirus type 3, may impact the immunogenicity of ADD-RBD
(Figure 5B). The presence of anti-ADDomer (i.e., HAdV-3 penton
base adenovirus) antibodies in group 4 was checked by ELISA
1 day before the first immunization with ADD-RBD. The results (Fig-
ure S3) show that all group 4 mice did mount an antibody response
against naked-ADDomer. Then, the immune response against RBD



Figure 4. Functional characterization of the ADDomer particles decorated with SARS-CoV-2 RBD

(A) Surface plasmon resonance sensorgrams obtained by injection of different amounts of ADD-RBD to the immobilized ectodomain of the human ACE2 receptor fused to

IgG Fc constant domain29 and kinetic analysis. (B) Immunofluorescence microscopy images of HeLa-ACE2 cell at 4�C with double staining with Hoechst (blue) and anti-

ADDomer Ab and an Alexa 488-conjugated secondary Ab (green) in presence of non-decorated ADD-ST (left) or ADD-RBD (right) particles. (C) Competition of pseudotyped

SARS-CoV-2 virus encoding luciferase with either ADD-ST (blue), RBD-SC (red) and ADD-RBD (gold) at different dilutions.
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was monitored by ELISA at days 13 (post first immunization), 27, and
41 (post second immunization). The RBD-decorated particles
induced a significant anti-SARS-CoV-2 response after the first immu-
nization (day 13, Figure 5C), whereas no response was detectable in
controls of group 1 (RBD-SC alone) or group 2 (ADDomer with
not displayed SC-RBD). Interestingly, anti HAdV-3 penton base
pre-immunity did not negatively impact the anti-RBD response. A
trend toward a stronger anti-RBD response was even observed at
this stage.

Immunization boost increases both the amplitude and the

duration of the response induced by ADD-RBD particles,

independently of the anti-vector immunity

Two weeks after the second immunization (day 27), the anti-RBD
response was clearly boosted for groups 3 and 4 that were injected
with ADD-RBD, whereas the control groups 1 and 2 showed more
heterogeneous responses (Figure 6A). This observation confirms
that our vaccine platform displaying multivalent RBD antigens yields
a rapid and efficient humoral response. The ADDomer technology
applied to RBD antigen also demonstrated a long-lasting immuno-
genic effect with anti-SARS-CoV-2 RBD antibodies remaining at
the highest level at day 41 (Figure 6B). The difference between mice
pre-immunized by ADDomer (group 4) or not (group 3) was less pro-
nounced than after the first immunization, both groups reaching high
and comparable levels. Altogether, these results showed that the sec-
ond immunization enabled a high and long-lasting Ab response
against the SARS-CoV-2 RBD using the ADDomer platform and
that anti-vector pre-immunity is possibly beneficial in particular to
the initial responses (Figure 6C).

RBD-decorated ADDomer immunization elicits strong

neutralizing Ab responses

Since the RBD is critical for binding to the SARS-CoV-2 receptor
ACE2, antibodies elicited through immunization with the RBD
(RBD-SC or ADDomer-RBD) can hinder the interaction between
the Spike proteins and ACE2, blocking viral entry. The ability to
neutralize the virus depends on the affinity of the antibodies for
the RBD domain, as well as on the epitope recognized. To assess
the potency and efficacy of the antibodies induced in the four
immunized groups of mice, the neutralization potency of sera
(day 41) from vaccinated mice was assessed using SARS-CoV-2
spike (Wuhan strain) pseudo-typed lentivirus and ACE2-expressing
HeLa cells. Only a partial and heterogeneous neutralization was ob-
tained from group 1 and 2 sera in which RBD-SC was not displayed
on ADDomer, even after two immunizations (Figure 7A, upper
panels). Of note, sera from mice immunized with RBD-decorated
ADDomer (groups 3 and 4) showed a better neutralization titer af-
ter a single immunization than groups 1 and 2 after 2 immuniza-
tions (Figure S4). After the second immunization, strong virus
neutralization was observed in all mice from groups 3 and 4
Molecular Therapy Vol. 30 No 5 May 2022 1917
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Figure 5. Immunization studies onmice inoculatedwith the same amount of

RBD under different conditions

(A) Different groups were constituted to address the respective role of RBD-SC

alone (group 1), RBD-SC in presence of naked-ADDomer (group 2), and RBD-SC

displayed by ADDomer (ADD-RBD) either in adenovirus naive or adenovirus pre-

immunized mice (group 3 and 4 respectively). (B) Immunization schedule and blood

sampling for all groups. (C) IC50 of anti RBD response 13 days after the first

immunization (n = 10). Lines are mean values and Kruskal-Wallis tests, were

performed followed by a Dunn’s multiple comparison tests.
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(Figure 7A, lower panels). Neutralization titers (ND50) clearly
showed that mice vaccinated with RBD-decorated ADDomer had
significantly higher neutralizing activity than mice immunized
with the same amount of antigen when not displayed on the plat-
form (Figure 7B). Moreover, in accordance with the ELISA results
(Figure 5C), the anti-vector response (group 4) slightly increased
the neutralization titer compared with the naïve group (group 3),
which emphasizes that a pre-existing HAdV-3 penton base immu-
nity could be beneficial for our novel vaccine platform (Figure 7B).
The neutralizing Ab titers reached in groups 3 and 4 were overall
superior to those from a cohort of convalescent COVID-19 patients
composed of 50% mild (oxygen below 2 L/min) and 50% severe
(intensive care unit) cases, and measured at 6 months after
hospitalization (Figure 7B).30
1918 Molecular Therapy Vol. 30 No 5 May 2022
DISCUSSION
In this study, we designed a novel and highly versatile vaccine plat-
form amenable to large antigens by adapting the ST/SC technology
to ADDomer, an adenovirus-inspired VLP.5,6 This technology has
already been described for designing VLP-derived vaccine; however,
in these approaches, SC was the moiety grafted to the VLPs while
the antigens were fused to the ST.7,31 In our novel vaccine technology,
we used the opposite configuration with ST insertion in an internal
loop of ADDomer, which minimized the risk of steric hindrance
and functional impact on the spontaneous oligomerization of
ADDomers. Insertion of ST in a surface-exposed loop of ADDomer
did not impair the spontaneous assembly of 12 pentameric bricks
(Figure 1D), thus creating a universal generic platform for multivalent
antigen display. Experiments of saturating cross-linking with SC
alone suggested that a full decoration (i.e., 60 copies) of the particle
can be achieved (Figure 1B). Despite the flexibility of the loop in
which ST was inserted, cryo-EM reconstruction of the ADD-ST/SC
complex clearly showed an extra density corresponding to the SC in-
teracting with ST fused to the ADDomer. The data thus strongly sug-
gested that the ADDomer could be used to display a multimerized
array of antigens, a property that is crucial for the elicitation of strong
Ab responses.32–34 Interestingly, the characteristic 2-, 3-, and 5-fold
symmetry axis of a dodecahedron are easily visible in the 3D structure
(Figure 2C), this spatial configuration showing that the SCs are
distributed at different distances from each other according to the
symmetry axis. Such distribution of the antigen could potentially
further favor the immunogenicity of the VLP by offering different
patterns of presentation of the antigen at the particle surface.

The COVID pandemic led us to first evaluate our newly designed plat-
formas an anti-SARS-CoV-2 vaccine to be displayed through fusion to
the SC N-terminus. It is worth noting that in the 3-fold axis of
ADDomer, the SC adopts a pseudo-trimeric arrangement, which on
the RBD decorated VLP closely mimics the tridimensional configura-
tionof this domain in the SARS-CoV-2 spike glycoprotein (Figure 2D).
The distance between SC in such configuration is 4.7 nm, which is in
the same range as that between RBDs in the trimeric Spike protein
(4.1 nm). Expressing soluble RBD fused to SC in insect cells resulted
in N-glycosylation as expected,35 and did not affect the structure of
SC, which retained its ability to cross-link to theADD-ST vaccine plat-
form in a dose-dependent manner (Figure 3C). The proper folding of
the glycosylated RBD exposed at the surface of the particles and its
ability to bind ACE2 were assessed in a functional viral entry assay
via competition with SARS-CoV-2 Spike pseudo-typed virions (Fig-
ure 4C). An SPR experiment confirmed the high-affinity interaction
of ADD-RBD to ACE2, the highly stable interaction observed suggest-
ing an avidity effect of the multivalent particle exposing multiple
copies of RBD (Figure 4A). Moreover, this experiment also shows
that expressing RBD in insect cells leads to a functional SARS-CoV-
2 glycoprotein domain. Several vaccines using the baculovirus expres-
sion system in insect cells have been approved, such as vaccines against
papillomavirus or hepatitis B. TheNovavaxCOVID-19 vaccine candi-
date, based on an insect cell-produced trimeric S protein, is also
advancing toward approval trials.36



Figure 6. Anti-RBD Ab in all groups of mice 2 and

4 weeks after the booster immunization

(A) IC50 of anti-RBD for each individual mice from all

groups, 2 weeks after the booster injection. (B) Same

data, 4 weeks after the booster injection. Lines are mean

values. Kruskall-Wallis tests, were performed followed by

a Dunn’smultiple comparison tests. (C) Means of the anti-

RBD response from all mice according to their groups and

the time after the first immunization performed at day 0.
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The ability of the RBD-decorated ADDomer to elicit an anti-SARS-
CoV-2 humoral response was then studied in mice. As expected,
we confirmed that displaying the RBD in a multimerized manner
led to a strong improvement in immunogenicity (groups 3 and 4
versus groups 1 and 2). Indeed, this was clearly apparent from the first
injection, where the groups with decorated particles showed a signif-
icant anti-RBD response at day 13 as measured in ELISA (Figure 5C),
whereas no response was observed for the other groups. This obser-
vation is in agreement with experiments reported with other vaccine
platforms that showed that injection of RBD or S-trimer alone did not
produce significant responses.31,37 In our experiment, we chose to
inject 5mg of RBD, but a dose-response study would be necessary to
determine the optimal amount. As a comparison, similar experiments
carried out with a similar 60-mer platform showed that 0.9 mg instead
of 5 mg of RBD resulted in a similar immune response paving the way
to dose-sparing.38 After the second immunization, although a
response was observed in the non-decorated groups, the titers at-
tained in the decorated groups were about 10-fold greater (Figure 6A).
Notably, the anti-RBD response in the latter groups endured over
time with similar titers at 2 and 4 weeks following the second immu-
nization (Figure 6B). The anti-SARS-CoV-2 RBD sera were further
assessed for their capacity to neutralize S-protein pseudotyped lenti-
virus particles (Figure 7). As seen for binding responses, a neutral-
izing activity was observed in the RBD-decorated groups after the first
immunization. Overall, a good correlation between ELISA and
neutralizing titers was observed. Strong neutralizing titers were at-
tained in all mice immunized with ADD-RBD after the boost immu-
Mo
nization, superior to those of convalescent
COVID-19 patients (Figure 7B), showing the
ability of our vaccine platform to elicit func-
tional Ab responses with a potential protective
activity. The low titers obtained in mice immu-
nized with RBD and naked ADDomer (no
decoration) again demonstrated that the high
immunogenicity achieved with decorated
VLPs originated from the multimeric display
of the antigen. A limitation of our study is
that cellular responses were not measured. It
is known that CD8 T cell responses likely play
an important role in protecting against severe
forms of COVID-19. In contrast to mRNA
and viral vector vaccines, VLPs are not optimal
platforms to elicit CD8 T cell responses, due to
the lack of endogenous antigen production. This hurdle may indeed
represent a limitation for such vaccines, including our approach.
However, CD8 responses may be elicited by VLPs under certain cir-
cumstances through cross-presentation following uptake by dendritic
cells, and additional work will be necessary to evaluate whether
ADDomer may potentially elicit specific CD8 T cells.

Overall, the data are in adequacy with results obtained with similar
vaccine platforms using multimeric display of the SARS-CoV-2
RBD on scaffolds such as the 24-mer ferritin, the 60-mer dodecahe-
dral thermophilic aldolase.31,39,40,41 In contrast to these latter vaccine
platforms, our particles originate from a human virus, Adenovirus
serotype 3 (HAd3), which is known to have a relatively high
seroprevalence.42,43

However, if HAdV-3 is globally among the most common types
implicated in HAdV infections, a great variation is observed by
geographic regions. Indeed, HAdV-3 accounts for 15% to 87% of
adenoviral respiratory infections with a greater prevalence in Asia
than in western countries.44 Neutralizing antibodies against HAdV-
3 are mainly directed against the hexon protein, which is not present
in ADDomer made only of penton bases.

A potentially detrimental impact of pre-existing immunity on the
immunogenicity of adenovirus-based viral vectors has been
described,45,46 which thus led us to explore whether such effect may
also be encountered with our adenovirus-derived VLP platform.
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Figure 7. Neutralization study ofmice sera on SARS-

CoV-2 pseudo-typed virus and comparison with

COVID-19 convalescent patients

(A) Curves showing the percentage of neutralization of

individual sera of mice from all groups on viral infection by

SARS-CoV-2 pseudo-typed virus. This pseudo-typed

virus encodes luciferase as a reporter of cell infection and

was preincubated with three-time serial dilutions of sera.

Luciferase expression was compared to the one of non-

neutralized virus. (B) Comparison of the neutralization titer

at 50% of the maximal effect (ND50) from all individual

mice with the mean represented by a line. Statistical

analysis using Kruskall-Wallis tests followed by a Dunn’s

multiple comparison tests demonstrates the superiority of

neutralization of sera from mice immunized with RBD-

decorated ADDomer particles versus both non-decorated

particles and COVID-19 convalescent patients.
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Interestingly, in contrast to adenovirus-viral vectors, pre-immunity
against the VLP had no detrimental effect on the immunogenicity of
our adenovirus-inspired VLP platform. Indeed, mice with immunity
to ADDomer at the time of the first immunization appeared to
respond with somehow greater Ab titers against RBD than naive
mice, although the differencewas not found significant (group 4 versus
group 3, Figure 5C). This potential beneficial effect may be in partic-
ular explained by the formation of immune complexes leading to a bet-
ter uptake by antigen-presenting cells, via Fc receptors, resulting in an
increase in immunogenicity.47 Of note, the prevalence, in individuals
who have been infected with HAdV-3, of antibodies directed against
the penton base, which is the only component ofADDomer, is not pre-
cisely known. Our present work anticipates that our platform could be
used whatever the HAdV-3 immunological status of the patients, and
the potential presence of anti-penton antibodies.

In conclusion, we designed a new adenovirus-inspired VLP platform
that achieves high immunogenicity against the displayed antigen. In
1920 Molecular Therapy Vol. 30 No 5 May 2022
contrast to current platforms using the ST/SC
system, we opted to engineer the ST on the
VLP side, within the exposed VL. Thanks to
this design, it can be envisaged to add another
ST in a second exposed loop, such as the RGD
(RGDL), to further increase stoichiometry (up
to 120 attachment sites). Moreover, for mosaic
vaccine approaches, the RGDL can be used to
insert another orthogonal attachment site
such as a snoop tag to display a second anti-
gen. As an added value, the use of two different
attachment tags/loops allows for differential
antigenic stoichiometries and display patterns.
Indeed, the RGDLs are more central on the
pentameric building block of the ADDomer
than the VLs, which are exposed on the pe-
riphery, resulting in a greater distance between
the VLs than the RGDLs at the pentamer level.
Displaying antigens through attachment to these two loops will
therefore lead to various patterns of antigen display at the VLP
scale, as shown in Figure S5. This will offer a large range of combi-
nations to vary the stoichiometry of decoration as well as the
distance between the antigens to potentially optimize immunoge-
nicity.48 The versatility of the vaccine platform can thus be exploited
to generate mosaic particles displaying RBDs from different betacor-
onaviruses or SARS-CoV-2 variants to broaden NAb responses and
protect against current and future variants of concern. A recent
work described that 60-mer mosaic nanoparticles with four to eight
distinct RBDs from betacoronaviruses can be generated. Remark-
ably, the codisplay of the SARS-CoV-2 RBD along with other
RBDs showed that the combination of antigens on the same particle
did not affect the elicitation of neutralizing antibodies against a
particular RBD.37 Moreover, neutralization of both “matched” and
“mismatched” strains was observed after mosaic priming, suggesting
that such particles might protect against several betacoronaviruses
at once after a single injection.
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More generally, our new versatile platform constitutes a putative tool
in the preparedness to fight emerging pathogens that will remain to be
investigated in viral challenge trials.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Baculovirus production

The baculovirus expression system was used for both the production
of ADDomer-SpyTag (ADD-ST) and for the RBD fused to
SpyCatcher (RBD-SC). Synthetic DNA (Genscript) was cloned in
the pACEBac1 using the restriction sites BamHI and HindIII. For
RBD-SC, the SARS-CoV-2 spike sequence (320–554) was cloned up-
stream of the SC, and a hexa His-Tag was added in the C-terminus of
SC. This fusion protein was secreted using the melittin signal peptide
present in the vector. Recombinant baculoviruses were made by
transposition with an in-house bacmid expressing yellow fluorescent
protein, as previously described.5 Baculovirus was amplified on Sf21
cells at lowmultiplicity of infection (MOI) and after two amplification
cycles was used to infect insect cells for 64 to 72 h at high MOI. For
ADD-ST production, the infected cells were pelleted and recovered,
whereas for RBD-SC, cells were discarded and the supernatant was
saved.

Protein purification

ADDomer and ADD-ST purification

The ADDomer and ADD-ST were purified according to classical pro-
tocol.49 Briefly, after lysis of the insect cell pellet by three cycles of
freeze-thaw in the presence of Complete protease inhibitor cocktail
(Roche), and removal of debris, the lysate was loaded onto a 20% to
40% sucrose density gradient. The gradient was centrifuged for
18 h at 4�C on an SW41 Rotor in a Beckman XPN-80 ultracentrifuge.
The dense collected fractions at the bottom of the tubes were dialyzed
against Hepes 10 mM pH 7.4, NaCl 150 mM, and then loaded onto a
Macroprep Q cartridge (Bio-Rad). After elution by a 150- to 600-mM
linear NaCl gradient in Hepes 10 mM pH 7.4, ADDomer-containing
fractions were checked by SDS-PAGE and concentrated on Amicon
(MWCO: 100 kDa) with buffer exchange to Hepes 10 mM pH 7.4,
NaCl 150 mM.

SC purification

After lysis of the insect cell pellet as described above in the presence of
Complete EDTA-free protease inhibitor cocktail, the clarified lysate
was diluted five times in wash buffer (Hepes 10 mM pH 7.4, NaCl
150 mM, imidazole 10 mM) and loaded onto a His Gravitrap column
(Cytiva) by gravity, with two passages of the lysate onto the column.
The column was washed with the same buffer, then eluted by 200 mM
Imidazole. The fractions were analyzed by SDS-PAGE, pooled, and
Imidazole was withdrawn by buffer exchange using Amicon ultrafil-
tration devices (MWCO: 4 kDa).

RBD-SC purification

The insect cell supernatant was centrifuged after thawing for
15 min at 7,500 g and loaded onto a Hepes 10 mM pH 7.4 pre-
equilibrated Heparin column (Cytiva) of 5 mL for 500 mL of su-
pernatant. The column was washed with Hepes 10 mM pH 7.4
for 25 mL then eluted for 10 mL with 0 to 500 mM linear NaCl
gradient in Hepes 10 mM pH 7.4. The eluate was supplemented
with 30 mM Imidazole-HCl and incubated with Ni-NTA beads
(Qiagen), 2 mL of beads for 500 mL culture, for at least 1 h at
4�C under gentle agitation. The beads were then poured into an
empty column and the protein was eluted by two column volumes
of 250 mM Imidazole in Hepes 10 mM pH 7.4, NaCl 150 mM. It
was then submitted to buffer exchange using an Amicon device
(MWCO 30 kDa).

RBD purification

The following reagent was produced under HHSN272201400008C
and obtained through BEI Resources, NIAID, NIH: Vector pCAGGS
containing the SARS-CoV2, Wuhan-Hu-1 Spike Glycoprotein RBD,
NR-52309. Vector NR-52309 from BEI Resources was used for
mammalian expression of the RBD alone used for ELISA. EXPI293
cells grown in EXPI293 expression medium were transiently trans-
fected with the vector according to the manufacturer’s protocol
(Thermo Fisher Scientific). Five days after transfection, the medium
was recovered and filtered through a 0.45-mm filter. Two-step pro-
tein purification on Aktä Xpress, with a HisTrap HP column (GE
Healthcare) and a Superdex 75 column (GE Healthcare) was per-
formed using 20 mM Tris pH 7.5 and 150 mM NaCl buffer. For
the HisTrap, a wash step in 75 mM imidazole was performed and
RBD was eluted in buffer supplemented with 500 mM imidazole
before loading onto the gel filtration column run in equilibration
buffer.

N-glycosidase treatment

RBD-SC was incubated for 1 h at 37�C with the N-glycosidase
PGNase F (kindly provided by Dr Nicole Thielens) at 1:100 ratio,
then run on gel next to the same amount of untreated RBD-SC.

Complex formation

ADD-SpyTag + SpyCatcher (ADD-ST/SC) for Cryo-EM

The purified ADD-ST was mixed with an excess of purified SC (ratio
1:4). The protein mix was incubated overnight at 25�C under shaking
in a Thermomixer (300 rpm). A purification step on a sucrose
gradient was performed to remove the SC in excess and to recover
only the fully decorated ADD-ST/SC at the bottom of the gradient.
Buffer exchange was done in 10 mM Hepes, 150 mM NaCl, and the
sample was concentrated to 1.5 mg/mL.

ADD-SpyTag + SpyCatcher-RBD (ADD-RBD) for

characterization and mice immunization experiments

Covalent complex formation was obtained by incubation of purified
ADD-ST with purified RBD protein fused to SC (RBD-SC). Incuba-
tion was performed at 25�C under agitation on a Thermomixer at
300 rpm. RBD-SC ratio per ADD-ST was varied according to the
experiment, as indicated in the text. For immunization experiments,
a ratio of 40 copies of RBD-SC per ADD-ST was chosen to leave min-
imal free RBD-SC. This ratio was calculated on SDS-PAGE using Im-
ageLab software (Bio-Rad). Integrity of the ADD-RBD was checked
by negative staining electron microscopy.
Molecular Therapy Vol. 30 No 5 May 2022 1921
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In vivo experiments and vaccination

Vaccination experiments were performed according to ethical guide-
lines, under a protocol approved by the Grenoble Ethical Committee
for Animal Experimentation and the French Ministry of Higher
Education and Research (reference number: APAFIS#27765–
2020102114206782 v2). Five-week-old female Balb/c mice were pur-
chased from Janvier (Le Genestet St. Isle, France). For all mice groups,
vaccines were in PBS and adjuvanted with one volume of ADDavax
(InvivoGen). All the mice received two vaccine doses at 2 weeks of in-
terval (day 0 and day 14) starting at 8 weeks of age. Each mice group
received subcutaneously the corresponding vaccine as indicated
within the paper in 100 mL final volume, in the right flank. The
pre-immunized group received 2 weeks before the first dose of
vaccine (day �15) the ADDomer vector alone (5 mg in 100 mL final
volume, in the right flank). The day before each vaccination, and 2
and 4 weeks after the last vaccination, 100 mL of blood was withdrawn
for serologic tests. For retro-orbital blood sampling, mice were anes-
thetized with 4% Isoflurane.

ELISA

The antigens (either RBD or ADDomer) were diluted at 1 mg/mL in
PBS, and 50 mL was coated overnight at 4�C, in a 96-well plate (Maxi-
sorp NUNC Immunoplate, #442404). Plates were washed using a
ThermoScientific Microplate washer (#5165040). After three washes
with 100 mL of PBS-Tween 0.05%, plates were blocked with PBS-BSA
3% for 1 h. Mouse serum was serially diluted in PBS and incubated
for 1 h (50 mL/well) at room temperature. After five washes with
PBS-Tween 0.05%; a goat anti-mouse IgG (H+ L) secondary Ab linked
to horseradish peroxidase (JIR 115-035-062) diluted at 1:2,500 in
PBS-Tween 0.05% was added for 1 h. After five washes, 50 mL of trans-
membrane domain substrate was distributed per well. The enzymatic
reaction was stopped after 70 s by addition of 50 mL of H2S04 (1 M),
and plates were read at 450 nmwith a TECAN Spark 10Mplate reader.

Electron microscopy

Negative staining

Samples of 3.5 mL were adsorbed on the clean side of a carbon film
previously evaporated on mica and then stained using 2% (w/v)
Sodium Silico Tungstate pH 7.4 for 30 s. The sample/carbon
ensemble was then transferred to a grid and air-dried. Images were
acquired under low-dose conditions (<30 e�/Å2) on an F20 electron
microscope operated at 120 kV using a CETA camera.

Cryo-EM

Quantifoil grids (300 mesh, R 1.2/1.3) were negatively glow-
discharged at 30 mA for 45 s; 3.5 mL of the sample were
applied onto the grid, and excess solution was blotted away with
a Vitrobot Mark IV (FEI) (blot time: 6 s, blot force: 0, 100%
humidity, 20�C), before plunge-freezing in liquid ethane. The
grid was transferred onto a 200-kV Thermo Fisher Glacios micro-
scope equipped with a K2 summit direct electron detector for data
collection. Automated data collection was performed with
SerialEM, acquiring one image per hole, in counting mode. Micro-
graphs were recorded at a nominal �36,000 magnification, giving
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a pixel size of 1.145 Å (calibrated using a b-galactosidase sample)
with a defocus ranging from �0.6 to �2.35 mm. In total, 1,038
movies with 40 frames per movie were collected with a total expo-
sure of 40 e�/Å2.

Image processing and cryo-EM structure refinement

Movie drift correction was performed with Motioncor250 using
frames from 2 to 40. CTF determination was performed with Relion
3.1.2 (Scheres 2012). A total of 939 movies of 1,038 were kept at this
stage. Particle selection was done using the Laplacian filter with a
diameter between 30 and 40 nm. A total of 77,323 particles were auto-
matically selected, boxed into 480 � 480-pixel2 boxes and submitted
to 2D classification. After extensive selection and generation of an
initial model imposing I1 symmetry, 3D refinement followed by
CTF Refine and post-processing generated a final reconstruction
including 10,163 particles with a resolution of 2.76 Å (Fourier Shell =
0.143) (applied B-factor �82)

Immunofluorescence microscopy

HeLa-ACE2 cells (kindly provided by Dr David Nemazee) were
seeded on polylysine-coated glass coverslips the day before the exper-
iment. Coverslips were incubated for 1 h at 4�C with 0.75 mg of either
ADD-ST or ADD-RBD in 50mL of pre-chilled DMEM. Coverslips
were washed three times in cold PBS then fixed for 10 min
with�20�Cmethanol. Fixed cells were blocked for 1 h in PBS supple-
mented by 3% normal goat serum, then incubated for 1 h with 1:1,000
rabbit HAd3 anti penton base serum. After three PBS washes, cells
were incubated with 1/250 antiRabbit Alexa 488 Ab (ThermoFisher
A32721), washed three times in PBS, then nuclei were counterstained
with Hoechst 33258 for 3 min before mounting. Observations were
done on a Zoe microscope (Bio-Rad).

Surface plasmon resonance

Surface plasmon resonance experiment was performed on a T200 in-
strument. Anti-human Fc polyclonal antibody (Jackson Immunore-
search, 109-005-008) diluted at 25 mg/mL in 10 mM sodium acetate
pH 5 was immobilized on CM5 sensor chips using the amine coupling
chemistry according to themanufacturer’s instructions (Cytiva) to get
an immobilization level of 14,000 RU. ACE-2 –Fc (GenScript
Z033484) was diluted at 1.2 mg/mL in HBS P+ (Cytiva) to get an cap-
ture level of 100 RU. For interaction measurements, ADD-RBD
(ranging from 1 nM to 11nM in HBSP+) was injected over captured
ACE-2 Fc in HBS P+ buffer at 30 mL/min. Anti-human Fc polyclonal
antibody flow cell was used for correction of the binding response.
Regeneration of the surfaces was achieved by 10 mM Glycine pH2.
Binding curves were analyzed using BIAEvaluation software (GE
Healthcare) and data was fit to a 1:1 Langmuir with drifting baseline
interaction model.

Neutralization assays and pseudo-typed SARS-CoV-2 virion

production

Pseudovirus production and titration

Neutralization assays were performed using lentiviral pseudotypes
harboring the SARS-CoV-2 spike and encoding luciferase. Briefly,
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gag/pol and luciferase plasmids were co-transfected with a SARS-
CoV-2 spike plasmid with a C-term deletion of 18aa at 1:0.4:1
ratio on adherent HEK293T cells. Supernatants containing the
produced pseudoviruses were harvested 72 h after transfection,
centrifuged, filtered through 0.45 mm and concentrated 50 times
on Amicon Ultra (MWCO 100KDa), aliquoted and stored at
�80�C. Before use, supernatants were tittered using HeLa ACE-2
cells to determine the appropriate dilution of pseudovirus neces-
sary to obtain about 150,000 relative light units (RLU) per well
in a 48-well plate.

Neutralization assay

Serial 3-fold dilutions starting from 1/10 dilution (serum), or 6 mg/mL
(known bNAbs) were let in contact with the pseudoviruses for 1 h at
37�C in 96-w white plates (Greiner #675083), before addition of HeLa
ACE2 cells. Plates were incubated 24 h at 37�C, protected from evap-
oration, then cells were fed with 60 mL of DMEM (Gibco 11,966-025)
supplemented with 10% FBS (VWR 97068-086), and incubated for
another 24 h. Medium in each well was aspirated and replaced by
45 mL of 1X cell lysis buffer (OZ Bioscience # LUC1000) for a 60-
min incubation under agitation; 30 mL of luciferin substrate was
then added and RLU was measured instantly by a luminometer.
For competition with ADD-ST, ADD-RBD, and RBD-SC, the same
protocol was used with initial concentration of 150mg/mL for
ADD-ST, 200mg/mL and ADD-RBD and 50mg/mL for RBD-SC
alone. Serums from a cohort of Grenoble region hospitalized conva-
lescent patients were obtained with their consent, 6 to 8 months
following COVID-19 diagnosis. The study was approved by the
“Comité de Protection des Personnes SUD-EST I” on 20 August
2020 (ref 2020-84).

Statistical analyses

As the half maximal inhibitory concentration (IC50) and median
effective dose (ED50) datasets followed a non-normal, heteroscedas-
tic distribution, a non-parametric test was used for comparison of the
different groups. Kruskall-Wallis tests were performed followed by a
Dunn’s multiple comparison tests for each figure. Differences were
considered significant when p value was below 0.05. Statistics were
performed using GraphPad software, version 9.

SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
Supplemental information can be found online at https://doi.org/10.
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